
HANDMADE WOOD 
DESIGN AND MADE 
I N  N I C A R A G U A



Katia focuses on incorporating raw materials
into her designs in innovative but sustainable 

ways. She works with local ar t isans in her 
own workshop whose craft has been passed 

down through generations. 



DCO CREATIVE DESIGN

DCO Creative Design founded by Designer Katia Cordova is involved 
in craft ing designs to the highest qual ity, desired luxury and ult imate 

comfor t.  Inf luences from Mesoamerican ar t and culture is abundant in 
her work and speaks to the creativity and longevity of her pieces.

DESIGN

Mixing old craftsman methods with contemporary designs combined 
with the one purpose,create unique and exclusive pieces.

CRAFTSMENSHIP

From our hands to your home, DCO Creative Design del ivers 
handcrafted luxury furnishings that wil l  be enjoyed and appreciated for 

many years to come.

PORTFOLIO

The successful reception of her designs al lowed her to expand busi-
ness and expor t to the United States. She has worked on international 
as well as local projects l ike furnishing Carlos Pellas’ luxury resor t Mukul 
with the col laboration of renowned interior designer Paul Deusing. 

ABOUT US





OCEAN 
STONE TABLE
The design Ocean stone table is an 
original piece, designed by Katia 
Cordova in 2009, inspired by the 
Pacific coast of Nicaragua, mixing in 
one piece the diverse textures, 
materials and riches of our culture.





Ocean Stone Table
                        In 2012 Interior Designer, Paul Duesing, 
Dallas, came to our store and recognized the 
authenticity and design of the piece and decides to 
place it as one of the main elements in the interior 
design of the Mukul Resort, Guacalito de la Isla, 
Nicaragua.

This piece is made 100% by hand by the DCO 
Creative team,It is made of male cedar wood with a 
natural wash finish it also has a careful selection of 
sea stones that are glued by hand in its entirety.

DCO Creative owns its workshop in which artisans 
from Masaya, Nicaragua, who together with Katia 
Cordova, develop authentic pieces intended for 
various projects in the country.







The intertwined teak pieces form a set of 
overtones that make us feel in contact with 
nature, creating a furniture with presence and 
rich in texture details.

ARMADILLO
 TEAK CONSOLE







Antal chair
Mid Century design made with solid wood and 100% Nicaraguan leather, 
creating a piece of pure and simple lines that adapt to your own style.



Millan Armchair
It brings the beauty of natural wood 
and its design is incorporated in any contemporary
environment, being an exquisite piece, elegant and comfortable.

 



Pacific Bar Chair
Solid wood piece with interlaced leather, 
Mid Century style that brings a subtle
elegance and complements the modern
and contemporary style.





IRELAND
TABLE
Inspired by hexagonal rock formations 
from northern Ireland, it expresses in a 
clean way the textures of the wood and 
creates a complete handmade piece in a 
contemporary and geometric way.



Barcelona Chair
Ideal to set a space for vintage or contemporary design. Inspired by Danish modern design made 
with a solid teak wood frame with intertwined leather strips that provide the perfect function to 
relax and enjoy a piece rich in design and texture. 



Barcelona Chair
The Barcelona Chair has been exported to the United States.



Rocking chair
The design of a rocking chair goes hand in hand with comfort. 
This mid-century design sets any contemporary space, giving color and a different touch.



Amorphous table
The mix of wild teak with its vintage-legged design creates a rustic piece 
that catches your senses in contact with the force of nature being the essence of the place.



Cot with leather and teak
Piece of rustic and at the same time exotic Mesoamerican cultural heritage
that communicates history, elaborated in leather ramrod using a craft technique for 100 years.









Equilateral Side table
Exquisite table for its geometric shapes and simple lines that 
give spaces a fresh, modern and functional touch.

 





Nekupe Mirror 
The mixture of almost 1,000 pieces of teak 
and textures in different directions subtly 
describe various geometric shapes that 
help create a curious, simple and attractive 
visual effect.





Claro de Luna, Guacalito de la Isla





Venus house, Managua
Our designs always have some premises, such as exclusivity, 
sustainability, elegance and functionality. An a very important aspect, 
that the design be always timeless.







DCO Lounge, Domus Lucia Residence





Solemio, Guacalito de la Isla
Katia also incorporates natural fibers like rattan, rope, iron, clay, 
and natural stones to unique pieces that reflect the beauty of Nicaragua.





WATERFALL LIGHT
Mixing old craftsman methods with contemporary 
designs combined with the one purpose,create 
unique and exclusive pieces.



TEAK CONCAVE LENS
More than an accessory is a geometric sculpture, 
full of texture and lines, a mixture of metal and wood 
made 100% by hand that creates a piece with 
presence and personality in any space.



Mukul Resor t,Guacalito de la Isla



Esmeralda House, San Juan del Sur



Born in Nicaragua, a country full of natural wealth 
and cultural diversity that are part of her life, 
inspiration and passion for design and creativity. 
She uses authentic materials and studies the 
textures and materials such as wood, leather, 
metal, natural fibers, stone and glass, creating 
pieces with vintage influence, contemporary and 
modern style.

Her passion for design has allowed her to work on 
projects with architects, interior designers, 
important boutique hotels in the country, like 
Mukul Beach Resort Golf & Spa, Nekupe Resort, 
Villas in Guacalito de la Isla and interior design 
projects in the pacific coast of Nicaragua.

Since 2013, it has been able to export authentic 
pieces to customers in the United States.

Katia owns and manages her design studio and 
shop and donates a percentage of profits to the 
Dennis Martinez Foundation which provides 
education to native children of Isla Zapatera. 

Katia Cordova
Creative Designer


